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Each year Institutional Investor Research surveys hundreds of investor relations
professionals for trends in communication standards, IR strategy, ESG focus, and
areas of investor interest based on frequent, one-on-one communication. 

Over 700 IROs in the United States participated in our latest survey, which took
place between May and July of 2020 – just as the pandemic was taking hold of the
country, and IR teams were grappling with shareholder need for non-stop
communication of company strategy, financials and impacts of COVID-19 to their
business, in a new, completely virtual environment. Here we take a look at the
trends that have emerged from this extraordinary year. 

The pandemic caused virtually every IR program across America to pivot from its
regularly scheduled communications to adjust to how COVID-19 impacted their
business – and for many this didn’t include great news. Of the companies
surveyed, 40% stated that they adjusted their revenue forecasts up to 10 percent
down, and nearly a quarter of companies adjusted up to 20 percent down. IR
teams understood the need for up-to-the-minute financial news on their
companies, but they also quickly learned that they needed to be a voice of
reassurance and credibility as well, given the unpredictable nature of the
pandemic. 
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40% of companies adjusted their revenue
forecasts up to 10% down.

25% of companies adjusted their revenue
forecasts up to 20% down.
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Virtual meetings may not have been ideal for some investor relations
professionals, such as newly positioned IROs who could have benefitted from an
in-person introduction, to others who saw the value in corporate access providers
diminish. Anecdotally however, for many the shift to fully virtual meeting
arrangements allowed for increased flexibility to schedule calls with investors
globally. IR teams could focus on talking to the investors who mattered most,
without the impediment of lengthy travel and schedule conflicts. They also had the
ability to include their senior management in those meetings more often, as the C-
suite were also grounded for the foreseeable future. “I was able to get my CEO
into a meeting with our top investor in Vancouver, and also had time in the day for
another investor call in New York,” remarked one investor relations officer. The
ability to bring the C-suite into more meetings was shared by many IR teams, who
took advantage of their CEO and CFOs more nimble schedule. 

The challenge IR teams additionally faced was the loss of in-person interaction. At
the time of polling, in-person meetings dropped dramatically, reflecting the entire
shift to a virtual environment. Where IROs had once reported conducting an
average of 205 in-person, one-to-one investor meetings annually, that number
plummeted to 76 during the May 2020 poll. 

VIRTUAL HAND HOLDING, THAT IS...
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Shareholder interest during one-on-one meetings with investor relations officers
pivoted from access to senior management access, expansion, innovation and
product development to company stability and shareholder payout. The strength of
a company’s balance sheet, as well as proactive management, were among the
most important narratives in these conversations. 

SHAREHOLDER MINDSET: CASH IS KING, ESG STILL MATTERS

May 2020 Poll

14%Cash Level

9%Debt Levels/Refinancing

8%Dividend Policy

5%ESG

4%New Product Development/
R&D Activities

17%Access to Senior Management

12%Mergers & Acquisitions

5%Share Buybacks

May 2020 Poll

Areas of Interest

Areas of Interest

Top 5 most increased areas of interest over the year
represents the % increase from last year

Top 3 most declined areas of interest over the year
represents the % decrease from last year

The drop in shareholder interest regarding access to senior management may be
attributed to the C-suite’s ability to join more meetings in the new, completely
virtual environment, therefore not as many requests for senior management
contact needed to be made. 



While investor inquiries into M&A may have temporarily abated, and interest in
global political matters, succession planning, executive compensation, and board
composition remained relatively neutral, it was encouraging to report that investors
continued to view the topic of ESG as increasingly important during the pandemic.
IR teams are proving to be aware of this trend, and have been preparing in kind.
It’s not uncommon for the vast majority of IR teams to report using a
sustainability/integrated report for ESG engagement, but this year, almost half of
our survey respondents reported engaging with ESG buy-side professionals during
mainstream financial road shows, and a quarter of respondents said they
proactively targeted ESG investment professionals for road shows, with 40% of
companies using a dedicated, internal ESG analyst/coordinator for these efforts. 

Despite, or perhaps due to, the pandemic – IR teams significantly amped up their
investor targeting. Whether this was due to ease in which IR teams and investors
could meet, or increased corporate access (or both), the results show a material
increase in the number of potential investors targeted in 2020; IR teams targeted
an average of 92 investors, compared to 66 in the previous year. The majority of
companies surveyed also reported that they are increasing their in-house investor
targeting activities. 

ESG MOMENTUM ISN’T WAVERING

INVESTOR TARGETING DOESN'T TAKE A BACK SEAT

Institutional Investor Research's latest Corporate Insights survey takes place
between May and July of 2021, where we will continue polling U.S. IROs for the
latest adaptations to communicating during the pandemic.

COMING SOON: 2022 AMERICA EXECUTIVE TEAM 
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